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Abstract | We present randomized constructions of

linear-time encodable and decodable codes that can

transmit over lossy channels at rates extremely close

to capacity. The encoding and decoding algorithms

for these codes have fast and simple software imple-

mentations. Implementations of our algorithms are

faster by orders of magnitude than the software imple-

mentations of previous algorithms. We expect these

codes will be extremely useful for applications where

lossy channels are common and fast decoding is a re-

quirement, e.g., satellite transmission and multicast

transmission over the Internet.

I. Introduction

In many communication situations, data is lost in transit. A
standard response to this problem is to request retransmission
of data that is not received. When some of this retransmission
is lost, another request is made, and so on. Such communica-
tion protocols can lead to delays due to the need for several
rounds of communication between sender and receiver. An
alternative solution is to use coding. The basic idea, well-
known to the coding community, is to compute and transmit
redundant information along with the original message. In
transmission there may be losses, but if enough of the trans-
mission is received then the entire original message can be
decoded. A code with these properties is often called a for-

ward error-correcting (FEC) code in the networking literature,
and an erasure code in the coding literature. We call this type
of code loss-resilient, to emphasize the type of environments
where we believe they are most useful. Ideally, the portion
of the transmission su�cient to recover the original message
is the length of the original message itself. A code with this
property is called MDS.

The problem is to design fast enough encoding and decod-
ing algorithms to make this solution feasible. In this paper, we
present loss-resilient codes that can be encoded and decoded
in linear time while providing near optimal loss protection.
Moreover, these linear time algorithms can be implemented
to run very quickly in software.

Our results hold whether each symbol is a single bit or a
packet of many bits. As usual, we assume that the receiver
knows the position of each received symbol within the stream

of all encoding symbols. We adopt as our model of losses the
erasure channel, introduced by Elias [4], in which each encod-
ing symbol is lost with a �xed constant probability � in transit
independent of all the other symbols. This assumption is not
appropriate for the Internet, where losses can be highly cor-
related and bursty. However, losses on the Internet in general
are not sensitive to the actual contents of each packet, and
thus if we place the encoding into the packets in a random
order then the independent loss assumption is valid.

Elias [4] showed that the capacity of the erasure channel is
1� � and that a random linear code can be used to transmit
over the erasure channel at any rate R < 1 � �. This means
that a random linear code can be used to convert a message
of length Rn into a transmission of length n from which the
message can be recovered from most portions of length greater
than Rn. Moreover, every linear code has quadratic time en-
coding algorithms and cubic time decoding algorithms. One
cannot hope for better information recovery, but faster encod-
ing and decoding times are desirable, especially for real-time
applications.

Reed-Solomon codes easily implemented to transmit at the
capacity of the erasure channel with order n log n encoding
time and quadratic decoding time. In theory, it is possible
to decode Reed-Solomon codes in time O(n log2 n log log n)
(see, [3, Chapter 11.7] and [7, p. 369]). However, for small
values of n, quadratic time algorithms are faster than the fast
algorithms for the Reed-Solomon based codes, and for larger
values of n the O(log2 n log log n) multiplicative overhead in
the running time of the fast algorithms (with a moderate sized
constant hidden by the big-Oh notation) is large, i.e., in the
hundreds or larger.

We obtain very fast linear-time algorithms by transmitting
just below channel capacity. We produce rate R = 1��(1+�)
codes along with decoding algorithms that recover from the
random loss of a � fraction of the transmitted symbols in time
proportional to n ln(1=�), with high probability. They can also
be encoded in time proportional to n ln(1=�). The parameter �
is an input to the construction of the code, i.e., we can do this
for any � > 0. The fastest previously known encoding and
decoding algorithms [1] with such a performance guarantee
have run times proportional to n ln(1=�)=�. (See also [2] for
related work.)



Our overall constructions are related to those introduced in-
troduced in [2] for loss-resilient codes and to those introduced
in [8] for error-correcting codes. Our encoding and decoding
algorithms are almost symmetrical. Both are extremely sim-
ple, computing exactly one XOR operation for each edge in a
randomly chosen bipartite graph. As in many similar appli-
cations, the graph is chosen to be sparse, which immediately
implies that the encoding and decoding algorithms are fast.
Unlike many similar applications, the graph is not regular;
instead it is quite irregular with a carefully chosen degree se-
quence. The decoding algorithm can be described as a process
on the graph. Our main tool is a model that characterizes al-
most exactly the performance of the decoding algorithm as a
function of the degree sequence of the graph. The main ar-
gument given in the original paper [6] has been replaced by a
much simpler and more intuitive analysis in [5]. The complete
success of the decoding algorithm can then be demonstrated
by combinatorial arguments.

Our analytical tools allow us to almost exactly character-
ize the performance of the decoding algorithm for any given
degree sequence. Using these tools, we can show that regular
graphs do not yield codes that are close to optimal, and hence
irregular graphs are a necessary component of our design.

Not only do our tools allow us to analyze a given degree se-
quence, but they also help us to design good irregular degree
sequences. We describe, given a parameter � > 0, a degree
sequence for which the decoding is successful with high prob-
ability for a loss fraction � that is within � of 1�R. Although
these graphs are irregular, with some nodes of degree 1=�,
the average degree of each nodes is only ln(1=�). This is the
main result of our work, i.e., a code with encoding and decod-
ing times proportional to ln(1=�) that can recover from a loss
fraction that is within � of optimal.

II. Experimental Runs

All of the experiments were benchmarked on a SUN 167
MHz Ultrasparc 1 with a 64M Bytes RAM. All runs used
packets of length 1K Bytes each. The comparison FEC codes
listed in the tables as Vandermonde and Cauchy are standard
implementations of Reed-Solomon FEC codes. These codes
are based on Vandermonde matrices and Cauchy matrices,
respectively. They use straightforward quadratic time encod-
ing and decoding algorithms. The Tornado codes are designed
using some of the principles described in [6] and [5]. All imple-
mentations are written in C. The Vandermonde codes were im-
plemented by Luigi Rizzo and the experiments for these codes
were run by Christian Riechmann. The implementations and
experiments for both the Cauchy codes and the Tornado codes
were done by Michael Luby. None of the implementations are
particularly optimized, and thus their running times could be
improved by constant factors.

For the encoding experiments, a message of length SIZE
was encoded by adding redundancy of length SIZE, and thus
the total length of the encoding is 2*SIZE.

Encoding Benchmarks
FEC codes

SIZE Vandermonde Cauchy Tornado

250K Bytes 9.0 seconds 4.6 seconds 0.06 seconds
500K Bytes 39 seconds 19 seconds 0.12 seconds
1M Bytes 150 seconds 93 seconds 0.26 seconds

2M Bytes 623 seconds 442 seconds 0.53 seconds
4M Bytes not available 1717 seconds 1.06 seconds
8M Bytes not available 6994 seconds 2.13 seconds
16M Bytes not available 30802 seconds 4.33 seconds

For the decoding experiments, for both the Cauchy and the
Vandermonde codes, a portion SIZE/2 of the original message
and SIZE/2 of the redundancy was used to recover the orig-
inal message of length SIZE. For the Tornado codes, slightly
more of each portion was used to recover the original mes-
sage, i.e., on average 1.05*SIZE/2 of the original message and
1.05*SIZE/2 of the redundancy was used to recover the orig-
inal message of length SIZE.

Decoding Benchmarks
FEC codes

SIZE Vandermonde Cauchy Tornado

250K Bytes 11.0 seconds 2.06 seconds 0.06 seconds

500K Bytes 32 seconds 8.4 seconds 0.09 seconds
1M Bytes 161 seconds 40.5 seconds 0.14 seconds
2M Bytes 1147 seconds 199 seconds 0.19 seconds

4M Bytes not available 800 seconds 0.40 seconds
8M Bytes not available 3166 seconds 0.87 seconds
16M Bytes not available 13629 seconds 1.75 seconds
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